Tender & Notification
Sealed tenders are invited for Proposed Professor’s room and toilet at ground floor in
the main building having the following features:
1) Supply of Arm less plastic chair (Supreme/or Equal type).
16 Nos.
2) Supply of wooden Table ith desk rack under framing of sal wood and 19 mm Block
Board (ISI) with .80 laminate finish top including sprit polishing complete.
3’6”×2’0”= 4 Nos.
3) Providing and fixing polished swing door (4’6”×4’0”) with a partition ht. 7’0”×1’6”
ply wood (6 mm) finish both side under framing of sal wood.
1 Item
4) Proposed Toilet:
a) Cement brick work 5” (1:4) 2 layers with plastering and neat cement finish the
same.
13.0 Rft
b) Area of toilet 17.5 sq.ft
C) 12”× 12” floor tiles (Kajaria/Johnson) fixing with 1:3 cement and sand mortar
including fitting the joints after tampering the
existing floor 17.5sq.ft
d) Fixing wall tiles 8” × 12” on wall by 1:4 cement and sand mortar
after removing the existing plaster from wall.
25 sq.ft

e) Providing and fixing partition with pre-laminated board (9 mm thick) both side
laminate finish under aluminium sec. 2”×1½”/2”×1” framing including a door
entrance 6’10”×2’6”.
102.5 sq.ft.
f)Providing and fixing PVC board under aluminium framings.
15.75 sq.ft.

g) Providing and fixingi)

½” PVC pipe work for water line

60 Rft.
ii)

1¼” PVC waste water line
30.0 Rft.

iii)

20”×16” wash basin (H.W./Parry) white porcelain with a ½” C.P. pillow
cock, ½” C.P. stop cock (Essco) including 1¼” C.P. waste PVC waste
pipe and ½” connector pipe.
One set

iv)

‘P’ Trap white porcelain European type water closet (perry/H.W.) with
white PVC Low down cistern including black PVC seat cover complete.
One set

v)

1/2" C.P. commode shower with C.P. 2 in 1 bib cock
One set

vi)

Providing and fixing 100 mm dia S.W. pipe after cutting soil upto 600 mm
depth, laying single layer brick soling, 75 mm P.C.C (1:3:6) by jhama bats,
cement joints to every pipe and covering pcc (1:2:4) by graded stone chips
including filling the soil complete.
Approx: 60.0 Rft

vii)

Making pit (600mm × 600mm × 600mm)cutting the soil, single layer
soling, PCC(1:2:4) with graded stone chips,250 mm (1:6) brick work 4side, inside cement plastering and neat cement finish, cement casting slab
with RCC cover 550mm dia on top complete.
4Nos.

viii)

Providing and fixing PVC pipe (5.0 Rft) 110 mm dia including necessary
fittings such as, door bend,Tee,Trup etc.
1 set

ix)

20”×16” mirror.
1 no.

5)Electrical Work
i) Providing and fixing open PVC conducted pipe wiring for 5 Amp. Line with 1.0 mm wire
(Finolex) and Anchor white penta fittings complete in all respect.
18 nos. Point

ii) Providing and fixing open PVC conducted pipe wiring for 15 Amp. Line with 2.5 mm wire
including 1.0 mm earthing (Finolex) and Anchor white penta fittings complete.
2 Nos.
iii) Providing and fixing open PVC conducted pipe for sub-main with 4.0 mm wire including
1.0 mm (Finolex) earthing complete.
85.0 Rft.
The sealed envelopes should reach the Principal’s Office by Saturday, 17.01.2015 during
office hours.
TERMS & CONDITIONS:

1.

Only reputed suppliers can bid the quotation for any or all of the items with
their Income Tax/ Sale Tax clearance certificate, VAT Registration number &
Credentials without which the quotation will be summarily rejected.

2.

The College reserves the rights to accept or cancel bid, unilaterally without
assigning any reason prior to placement of supply orders without incurring any
liability or any obligation and no correspondence from the either side in that
matter is entertainable.

3.

The articles must be supplied to the College in due time. Any deviation in this
regard will attract Stop Payment of the bill submitted.

4.

The rates will be inclusive of delivery charges but inclusive of VAT/Tax etc.

5.

The materials will be rejected if any defect and/or deviation in quality from
specification or of old stock is found.

Place: Kolkata-700020
Date: 09.01.2015

